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SYMPOSIUM ON AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS IN MINE
COUNTERMEASURES
U.S. Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California,
April 4, 5, 6 1995
With sponsorship from the Office of Naval Research, the Naval Postgraduate School announces a Technical Symposium to
define and explore the present and potential future prospects for autonomous systems in mine countermeasures applications.
There are non-military uses for such systems in dealing with toxic or hazardous materials and/or in reducing the exposure to
humans in dangerous environments. In an increasingly belligerant world, the military needs for such systems are real and
urgent.
A major purpose of the Symposium is to provide a forum for the exchange of information amoung those with the operational
requirements (Army, Navy and Marine Corps), individuals from the Federal laboratories, individuals from industrial
research and development activities, and the academic community. Because of its mission in technical military education,
the Naval Postgraduate School is appropriately situated to provide this focal point for communication.
This is major technical symposium on the state-of-the-art and potential for the use of robotics approaches to deal with the
problem of mines, booby traps, and other obstacles. This subject addresses an urgent military requirement that has
application in non-military contexts such as toxic waste disposal, counter-terrorism, and environmental protection.
While the Gulf War brought focus to over-the-beach mine countermeasures, there remains concern about mines interdicting
sea lines of communication, threatening our sea-based deterrent forces, denying free use of riverine areas, and so on. Kuwait
underscored the fact that the naval mine countermeasures problem extends through the beachhead and thus becomes similar
to the land mine countermeasures problem.
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With the exception of the mine threat to the SSBN force, mine warfare, in general, and mine countermeasures, in particular,
have not been priority concerns of the U.S. Navy during the Cold War. Therefore there are few mine countermeasures-
specific advanced technology and robotics-based development programs. Nevertheless there is much emergent technology
and that appears eminently suited to the mine countermeasures problem. So much so that this symposium takes the form of a
systems development process in which both operational concepts for robotics mine countermeasures systems and the
technical means to achieve those concepts are presented.
Intended Audience. This symposium is for mine warfare and hazardous materials disposal specialists in each of the Armed
Forces (Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps plus the Coast Guard); the Service and DoD Acquisition Community;
personnel from mission-oriented laboratories of each of the Services; technical specialists from the Department of Energy
National Laboratories; the Environmental Protection Agency; the Federal Emergency Management Agency; and the
Intelligence Community. The symposium draws upon the research and development activities of the government
laboratories, academe, and industrial laboratories. The symposium should prove beneficial to industrial suppliers and
manufacturers who seek application of dual-use technology and processes.
General Plan and Format of Symposium. The Symposium will be held at the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,
California, over a 3-day period. The format will include plenary sessions on systems requirements and concepts and to hear
from distinguished speakers as well as parallel sessions that address the technologies of the major systems elements.
Provision can be made for specialized panels, if needed, at either end of the full symposium. The symposium will be
UNCLASSIFIED. A "Proceedings of the Symposium" will be prepared and furnished attendees. A registration fee will
cover the overhead costs of the symposium plus session meals and refreshments. The plan is to have invited papers and
accommodate as many volunteered papers as possible.
In planning for and executing the symposium, a structure is followed that is based upon the first level of a work breakdown
structure that would result in families of autonomous or semi-robotics vehicles. This breakdown is as follows: Vehicles,
Power Plants, Sensors, Mission (Work) Packages, Control (External), Operations Research/Systems Analysis,
Environments, and Manufacturing Technology.
For each of these major divisions of the symposium two co-chairs will be identified, one from NPS as the host institution
and the other a major contributor to the field. Contributors to the respective fields will be asked to act as session chairs for
the parallel sessions that are described below.
The second level subject breakdown for each of the major divisions of the symposium is as follows:
VEHICLES: Existing (Tethered or semi-autonomous), Bottom crawlers, Swimming, Amphibious/Land, Air , Space;
POWER PLANTS: Off-board, Air Breathing, Electrical, Chemical, Computation of Energy Budgets;
SENSORS: Acoustic, Magnetic, UEP, Optical, Tactile, Nuclear, Biological, Sensor Fusion and Image Enhancement;
MISSION PACKAGES: Destructive, Marking, Classify, Removal, Systems Integration ;
CONTROL: Off- Board, Group, Navigation and Reporting, Interfaces;
OPERATIONS RESEARCH/SYSTEMS ANALYSIS: - Campaign Analyses, Tactical Analysis , Simulation and
Trade-Off, Methodology, Mine Warfare OR Curriculum, Operational Test and Simulation -
ENVIRONMENTS: Surf Zone, Estuarine and Riverine , Physical Characterization, Chemical Characterization,
Biological, Geological;
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY AND DUAL-USE POSSIBILITIES: Dual-Use and Production Economics
, Sources of Manufacturing Technology, Evolutionary Acquisition.
To the extent feasible and appropriate to the specific subject matter, thematic chairs and parallel session chairs will arrange
their topics to reflect the RDT&E Programmatic Categories of Basic Research, Exploratory Development, Technology
Demonstration, Advanced Development, Engineering Development, and Systems Support and Evaluation. This helps to
establish just where a given approach or application is in the development or acquisition cycle.
Product and Technology Displays. Display areas will be provided for organizations and industrial groups to show video or
put up small static displays and provide literature, reprints of papers, etc. Such displays can often effectively complement
oral presentations. In addition such displays can provide focus for additional discussion among presenters and members of
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the audience. A major objective of this symposium is to stimulate communication among all communities. POINT OF
CONTACT:
Albert M. Bottoms
Visiting Professor of Undersea Warfare (Mine Warfare)
589 Dyer Road
Room 200A, Root Hall
U.S. Naval Postgraduate School (Code UW)
Monterey CA 93943
Tel: (408)656-2535 or 3770
Internet: ambottom@nps.navy.mil
Planning Deadlines:
Paper Abstracts due in Monterey: November 1, 1994
Authors Notified of Acceptance: January 15, 1995
Camera Ready Copy due in Monterey: March 15,1995
Symposium sponsors emphasize that we are deliberately looking beyond the individuals and organizations that are usually
involved on military and Navy R&D. We are convinced that there are many investigators who are following paths very
relevant to Navy needs who do not know of those needs; nor do the Navy project people know of the investigators.
Here is opportunity for the exercise of imagination. Perhaps those involved in the engineering development of large
agricultural machinery have something to offer. Perhaps physiological analogues are possible in the application of neural
networks. Artificial intelligence aplications are often over ambitious, but perhaps there are "learning cum rule-based"
approaches that enable the use of groups of robots with varying functions. Cost and affordability and mission time are
drivers. An attainable design objective within a decade is robotic system with unit cost of less than $5000 in production lots
of 100,000.
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